
Cultural Extravaganza Celebrates the
Spirit of New India Movement

The cultural extravaganza celebrating the spirit of New India Movement in the
ongoing ‘SankalpParva-Sankalp Se siddhi’ (Attainment through Resolve) – a
Sankalp Sandhya was organised by the Ministry of Culture today at Indira
Gandhi Kala Kendra Auditorium in Noida. Dr. Mahesh Sharma, Minister of State
(Independent Charge) for Cultural and Tourism was the Chief Guest at today’s
Sankalp Sandhya.

Navika Sagar Parikrama –
Circumnavigating The Globe on an
Indian-Built Sail Boat INSV Tarini by
Women Naval Officers

Navika Sagar Parikrama is a project wherein a team of women officers of the
Indian Navy would circumnavigate the globe on an Indian-built sail boat INSV
Tarini. This is the first ever Indian circumnavigation of the globe by an
all-women crew. The project is scheduled to commence in early Sep 17. INSV
Tarini is the sister vessel of INSV Mhadei. The project is considered
essential towards promoting Ocean Sailing activities in the Navy while
depicting Government of India’s thrust for ‘Nari Shakti’.

Minister of Railways Shri Suresh
Prabhakar Prabhu Inaugurates/
Dedicates Various Initiatives mostly
in Jharkhand

In order to make the rail journey more comfortable and remarkable, Indian
Railways has been launching various services and projects. In this direction,
Minister of Railways Shri Suresh Prabhakar Prabhu Dedicated/ Inaugurated
following initiatives mostly pertaining to Jharkhand through video-
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conferencing from Rail Bhawan today i.e. 17-08-17 :

PM addresses Young Entrepreneurs at
the “Champions of Change” initiative
organised by NITI Aayog

PM addresses Young Entrepreneurs at the “Champions of Change” initiative
organised by NITI Aayog

NHAI launches mobile App MyFASTag and
FASTag Partner

National Highways Authority of India launched two mobile Apps – MyFASTag and
FASTag Partner in New Delhi today, to facilitate the availability of FASTags
for Electronic Toll Collection. Speaking on the occasion the NHAI Chairman
Shri Deepak Kumar said the cumbersome method of purchase and recharge of
FASTags has been one of the major challenges with the ETC project. The mobile
Apps launched today will ease the process, making it possible to buy or
recharge FASTags at the click of a mobile button.
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